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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

This report covers the first twenty-one months of the AOSPGaAs(JJ"7'
Memory Program. The objective of this program is to utilize the performance

advantages offered by GaAs integrated circuits in the areas of radiation hard-

ness, low power dissipation and high speed for the development of a 4K bit

RAN. The DARPA process development program has complemented and provided a

sound basis for the initial progress madt inthis RAN program. Using the

existing GaAs technology as a basel.w have initially focused Wi efforts on

process areas unique to RAMS, on evaluation of the power concentration RAM"

cell and on the design and fabrication of a 256 bit static memory chip. --.rJ)

The development of operational 256 bit memory arrays has been used on
3 three mask sets; namely APi, RM2 and RM3. Mask set APi contained preliminary

RAM cell designs for verification of design concepts and layout rules while
RM2, using data obtained from APi, focused on the design, fabrication and

0 evaluation of 256 bit RA~s. The RM3 mask set was used to Initiate the proces-
sing of 3 in. GaAs wafers, and at the same time to fabricate a fully func-
tional 256 bit static RA.

Preliminary Mask Set AP1

The first mask set, AP, was used as a test vehicle for the evalua-
tion of design rules, measurement of device and substrate characteristics,
development of mgom resistors, and performance mapping of Individual RAM
cells and simple arrays. The device test results obtained from this mask set
revealed a number of parameters directly applicable to the design and opera-
tion of 256 bit arrays. In addition, a fabrication technique for cermet
(Cr:SiOx) mgotut resistors was developed and incorporated into several of the

* APi wafers. In this way, cell operation using both on-chip cermet resistors,
as wall as external resistors, could be evaluat d and compared. The bistable

. operaton range for the individual R . -. l1l€ 4s determined as a function of
~power supply voltage, and effects of resstor nonuniformity were measured.

* . 1
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Analysis of megohn cermet transistor test results indicated that this approach

is a viable technology for the 4K RAM. Finally, preliminary yield data from

this mask set indicated that tightened design rules with 2 and 4 pm FETs was a

viable option (from a processing standpoint) for future RAM cell designs.

RAM (256 bit) Array Design (RM2 Mask Set)

Using the API test results as a guide, the second mask set, RM2, was

designed. In addition to the cell arrays, a preliminary design was also made

for the decoder circuits. Three 256 bit arrays (with decoders) were includ-

ed. These were: 1) the baseline low power cells, 2) a high power version

with four times the current level, and 3) a low current version with three

diodes Instead of two. Another array with 224 baseline cells without decoders
was also incl uded for direct probing.

RAM Process Development

* Processing of the RM2 (256 bit RAM) wafers proceeded using normal

planar GaAs fabrication methods, except for two process areas which are char-

acteristic of the low power requirements of RAM arrays; namely, control of a
~lower threshold voltage (0.5 V) FETs and incorporation of an additional mask
~level for the megohm cermet resistors. These two exceptions to the standard

IC process presented minimal problems for wafer fabrication. Measurements of

threshold voltages showed a standard deviation over the 1 inch wafers of less
than 100 mY (with typical values in the 60 mV range), while resistor values

showed a uniformity of better than * 10%. In addition, the process monitor

values such as diode series resistance and ohmic contact resistance were all

within normal bounds for the wafers tested.

RMq2 Performance Results and Yield

Testing of the undecoded arrays on RM2 was done using an automated
probe station and a microcomputer test system. Each cell in the array was

tested, and a map of the array was produced showing the locating and type of

2
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failure encountred, e.g., failure to write "1 or "0". These failure maps

were used as an aid, first in the visual inspection of failed cells to deter-

mine obvious failure causes, and then for subsequent, more thorough electrical

testing.

The measurements made on undecoded 224 bit arrays provided prelimi-

nary statistics in the yield of the RM2 low power cell design. Analysis of

several wafer lots showed that substrate isolation was not sufficient to pro-

vide a fully functional array. Measurements on individual FETs within a RAM

cell revealed a variation in gate voltage with drain current. The results

suggested a leakage path from gate to drain and thus failure of the cell. As

a result, proton bombardment was used to improve the isolation characteristics
.*. of the substrate. Testing of arrays after proton isolation was employed re-

i vealed a significant decrease in the failure rate, and thus became a standard

process technique for RAM arrays.

Mask Set RM3 Design and Layout

The main objective for designing mask set RM3 was to launch the pro-
cessing of 3 inch diameter GaAs wafers. The 256 bit RAMs on mask set RM3 were

very similar to those on mask set RM2 except for relatively small corrections
and design improvements. The main changes from mask set RM2 to mask set RM3

were related to die organization and alignment marks for processing with a lOX
wafer stepper on 3 inch wafers. Mask set RM2 contained a number of different

versions of the 256 bit RAM, some with and some without peripheral circuits.

Several versions were also included on RM3, but the number of different op-
tions was smaller. RM3 provided an opportunity to add a number of test struc-

tures consisting of portions of the peripheral circuits and single cells which

were extracted from the full RAM circuits. This addition as very important
because mask set RM2 lacked these diagnostic elements.

3
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Three-Inch Wafer Processing

Prior to the fabrication of the first RM3 wafers, the entire process

line was changed from a 1 inch square wafer format to 3 inch round wafers.

During this time, every piece of processing equipment was either modified to

accommodate the larger substrate size or replaced by new equipment. The para-

metric test results from the initial wafers processed on the new line showed

reasonable uniformity and pinchoff control. In addition, the two extra proc-

essing steps required for RAM arrays, namely, proton bombardment and cermet

resistor fabrication, were finalized during this time.

Test Results from Mask Set RM3

The results from testing wafers fabricated with mask set RM3 were im-

portant in two ways. First, the successful fabication of 3 inch GaAs wafers
was demonstrated, and second, the first fully functional 256 bit RAM was fab-
ricated. The resulting yield, however, was very low, and residual substrate

leakage, resistor unbalance, speed-up capacitor unbalance, and FET threshold
voltage uniformity were all investigated as possible failure mechanisms.

SThreshold voltage uniformity aperdto be the most sensitive prmtrwhich

~may control the yield of RAM cells. The testing of the peripheral circuits
~showed a high degree of sensitivity to backgating, presumably due to the low
~threshold voltages where were used. The reduction of backgating through the

{- use of proton bombardment allowed the complete RA to the fabrication of the
first RM3 wafers, the entire process line was changed from a 1 in. square

wafer format to 3 in. round wafers. During this time, every piece of proces-
sing equipment was either modified to accommnodate the larger substrate size or

replaced by new equipment. The parametric test results from the initial
* wafers processed on the new line showed reasonable uniformity and pinchoff

control. In addition, the two extra processing steps required for RAM arrays,
namely, proton bombardment and cermet resistor fabrication, were finalized

during this time.

4
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Test Results from Mask Set RM3

The results from testing wafers fabricated with mask set RM3 were im-

portant in two ways. First, the successful fabication of 3 in. GaAs wafers

was demonstrated, and second, the first fully functional 256 bit RAM was fab-

ricated. The resulting yield, however, was very low and residual substrate

leakage, resistor unbalance, speed-up capacitor unbalance, and FET threshold

voltage uniformity were all investigated as possible failure mechanisms.

Threshold voltage uniformity appeared to be the most sensitive parameter which

may control the yield of RAM cells. The testing of the peripheral circuits

showed a high degree of sensitivity to backgating, presumably due to the low

threshold voltages where were used. The elimination of backgat^ng through the
use of proton bombardment allowed the complete RAM array to be tested; how-
ever, new insight Into future designs was obtained which would make the per-
ipheral circuit operation independent of proton bombardment.

* Testing of Fully Decoded 256 Bit RAMs

The functionality of 256 bit static RAMs was tested using a labora-

tory microcomputer equipped with analog and digital outputs and inputs. The

power consumption of this static RAN was typically between 200 and 250 moW.
~All this power consumption takes place in the peripheral circuits which were

* not designed for low pwrdissipation. The access time of individual RAM

~cells was also measured and found to be generally less than 10 ns with 8 ns as

a typical value. The cell was also able to store a "1" or "0"' with a very

short (2 ns) "write"I pulse, thus leaving 8 ns to the peripheral circuit for

all the "write" operation.

5
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this program is to utilize the performance advan-

tages offered by GaAs integrated circuits in the areas of radiation hardness,

low power dissipation and high speed for the development of a 4K bit RAM. The

specific motivation for the development of a low power radiation hard memory

chip Is provided by the increasingly difficult circuit requirements of sophis-

ticated military electronic systems. These system requirements translate into

integrated circuit device specifications never before achieved, paving new

roads In the areas of device speed, device power dissipation, device complex-

ity and density, device reliability and survivability to severe radiation

environments.

Of the various device types required in defense systems, memory is
the most widely utilized, and its performance often dictates the performance

limitations of the entire system. The need for a fast, ultra-low power, radi-

ation hard memory has been firmly established by all of the defense services.

In particular, development of a radiation hard memory has been identified as a

key device technology for the proposed Advanced Onboard Signal Processor

(AOSP) Program.

The goal of the AOSP technology program is to develop a flexible,

multi-mission signal processor to fulfill the processing requirements of

space-based missions through the 199o's. Applications anticipated in this

time frame include various space-based radars, coimunication systems, and

electro-optical systems in support of numerous defense, surveillance and
intelligence missions. The baseline design selected by Raytheon, AOSP's

system contractor, is essentially a matrix of nodes referred to as Array

Computing Elements (ACE) interconnected through a multiple bus network and

controlled through a two level distributed software operating system. Each
array computing element consists of a signal processor providing the compu-

tationlal capabilities and a data processor providing interaction and control

functions. Different AOSP missions may require from 20 to 60 ACE units, each

6
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with > 2 megabytes of memory resulting in a total memory capacity of 107_108

bits with power budgets less than 100 W. The AOSP system specification trans-

lates into memory device specifications in the following manner. Long mission

lifetimes (> 5 years) and space-based environmental conditions require a rad-

iation hardened device technology capable of surviving total doses in excess

of 106 rads. Power dissipations of 0.5-1 pW/bit are required, assuming memory

power allocations of from 40-70% of the total 100 W power budget. For sur-

veillance missions, extremely large memory requirements, along with size and

weight restrictions, dictate the need for very large scale integration (VLSI)

in order to minimize the memory chip count. The proposed 4K memory design
goals are summarized in Table 1-1.

°* Table 1-1

~AOSP GaAs Memory Phase I Design Goals

Fully Decoded

Memory Type Random Access

Power Dissipation (Array) 1 I lwatt/bit

Speed acess 4 10 ns5

Radiation Hardness >106 rads total dose

Storage Capacity 4096 bits/chip

To realize these memory requirements with a reasonable number of

chips (.. 500 as an upper limit), at least 4K bit RAM chips will be required

and 16K bit chips would be preferred. Silicon bulk CMOS chips could meet

these complexities arnd power requirements (0.05 &W/bit), but the access times

are not nearly fast enough to meet the desired ~40 ns cycle times of the AOSP
processor. CMOS/SOS RAM chips, unfortunately, suffer from an increase in the
sapphire substrate interface leakage currents resulting in unacceptably high
static power dissipation, even when exposed to modest doses (<< 106 fads) of

ionizing radiation. MSI and LSI circuits of Rockwell's ion implanted planar

7
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GaAs IC technology have been shown to survive total dose irradiation of

5 x 107 rads, far in excess of the AOSP requirements. In addition to rad-

iation hardness and low power, GaAs RAMs also offer access times of < 10 ns.

While speed, power and radiation hardness would be key technological problems

in the Si RAM development for AOSP, in GaAs the key issue would be complexity,

i.e., achieving the capability for fabricating 4K/16K bit RAMs with workable

yields in a relatively short time frame.

The program reported herein is an excellent start toward the estab-

lishment of a 4K/16K RAM technology. This initial RAM development effort has

demonstrated a fully functional 256 bit RAM with access times of less than

4 10 ns. Three-inch GaAs wafer processing was also developed durng this tme,

and has snce become the standad for all GaAs dgtal integrated cicutt

fabri catiton.

The organization of ths report follows a desgn, fabrication and

test sequence for each of three mask sets. Secton 3.0 describes the fist

~mask set, AP1, whch was used to desgn and test basc cell operation. Addi-

tionally, the new processing techniques whch were required for RAM cells were

l also developed. Using the results of the AP1, a second mask set RM2, was

_ implemented. This mask set contained 256 bit decoded RAM arrays and 224 bit

undecoded arrays. The results from RM2 are discussed in Secton 4.0. The

~final mask set used during this reporting period was designated RM3. It was

wth ths mask set that the 3 n. processing lne ws initiated, and the frst

fully functional 56 bt arrays demonstrated. These results are detaled n

Section 4.0.

8
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2.0 RAM DESIGN CRITERIA AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

The following section describes the basic design concepts and proces-

sing techniques which were adopted early in the program in order to set a

baseline for RAM fabrication. The power concentration approach was a key fac-

tor in designing for very low power, while layout design rules set the basis

for cell size, and hence, bit density. As initially conceived, the wafer fab-

rication for both 1 inch and 3 inch wafers would follow standard Rockwell pro-

cessing techniques, with the only exception being the addition of a high value

resistor process.

2.1 Design Concepts

The requirements for memory size and power dissipation are extremely

demanding for the AOSP processor array computing elements (ACE). Approxi-
mately 2 K bits of bulk storage is needed for each of about 20 ACE nodes, and
a 100 W power budget goal has been assigned for the complete AOSP. Allowing

for 40%i of the power budget in memory, the static power dissipation per bit is
only 1 IzW. Because relatively few of the 10 memory chips (10-100) are actu-

ally addressed in a 15 ns system clock cycle, the standby static power dissi-
pation of the memory chip is of far greater significance In reducing total

system power than is the chip dynamic power dissipation. Thus, the emphasis
in selecting a device and circuit approach for the RAM cell must minimize the

static power without undue regard for reducing logic swing (AVo) to reduce the
dynamic switching energy (PD~d). This static power requirement can best be

provided by the depletion-mode MESFET approach.

In addition, with a system clock cycle of ~- 10 ns, a relatively high
speed circuit design is required while maintaining the low static power.
While CMOS would be the natural choice here, MOS silicon approaches are un-
desirable for this application due to the limitted total dose hardness of
MOS. Since an equivalent complementary logic technology is not available for
GaAs, an approach using only n-channel GaAs MhESFETs is required. With this

9
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approach, extremely low standby currents and modest, but considerable, access

speeds must be achieved. These requirements, which seem in conflict with one

another, are effectively resolved by the power concentration approach des-

cribed in the following section.

2.1.1 Power Concentration RAM Cell

The key design problem for very low power, moderate access time, 4K

GaAs static RAM is not so much the attainment of the Tacc ~ 10 ns speed, but

obtaining the high speed operation while simultaneously holding the power
levels low. Consider, for example, a 4096 cell memory array, arranged

64 x 64. The total bit sense line capacitance on one of these 64 cell columns

will be of the order of 425 fF (influding overcrossings, line stray capaci-
tance and assuming^ 2 fF diode capacitance at each cell). For a maximum
discharge or charge time of - 3 ns, the memory cell would be required to sink
a curent of 100 i A to achieve a 0.75 V discharge of the sense line capaci-
tance. Clearly, if all 4096 cells operated at 100 t A quiescent current
levels, at Vo0 = 3 V, the static power dissipation would be unacceptably
high. Therefore, it becomes mandatory to realize sufficiently fast access
time without increasing chip power dissipation.

The solution to achieving adequate readout speeds from the RAM cells
without increasing their static power dissipation levels is illustrated in the
cell schematic shovn in Fig. 2.1-1. The idea Is to concentrate power only on
the bit cell being accessed, and only while that cell is being read so that
the cell, at that momnt, has sufficient power available to charge the btt
line. This is achieved by making the RAM cell itself capable of operating at
much higher current levels in readout than its static operating current
levels, and then using the column address demultiplexer to make available
relatively high (~. 100 piA) current levels to the cell during bit readout in
that colun. In the cell example of Fig. 2.1-1, the bit sense line (S), in-
stead of being connected directly to the latch (3 pm FETs with 50ft pull-up
resistors), is connected through a diode to the drain of a larger (W = 5 im)

10
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MRDC 80-8122

D S

+VDDA__ + V +VDDA

50 Mn 50 Mf
140 nA 170 nA

WORD 2MI +1.5V DISABLEDLINE 18OA 25 O.2V ENABLED

V 3V -3V VSSA

DATA t A
WRITE SENSE WRITE

LINE

POWER/BIT a (05)(110 nA) + (-3)(-43 nA) -676 nanowatu/bit
MEMORY ARRAY STATIC POWER = 4096 x 676 x 10-9 a 2.76 mWI4K CHIP

Fig. 2.1-1 Circuit diagram for the 1 piW RAM cell. Currents shown are for a
stored "zero" (left FET "off"), word line deselected (+ 1.5 V).

11
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FET, the source and gate of which are in parallel with the 3 pm FET on one

side of the latch. This 5 pm FET will be "on" only when a "zero" is stored in

the latch. Ordinarily, however, this FET draws no current, since either the

column is not being accessed (so that no current Is supplied to the sense

line, S, by the column demultiplexer), or if the column is being accessed, but

not this particular row, a + 1.5 V word line voltage at the source of dese-

lected rows will prevent the diode between the drain of the 5 pm FET and the

sense line from conducting. However, if both the column and row are selected,

then the word line voltage at the source of this 5 pm output FET will drop to

- 0.5 V, and the voltage on this bit sense line will be determined by whether

or not this particular 5 pn output FET is "on" or "off". The bit sense volt-
age will be approximately 1 V if the "zero" is stored in the latch and greater

than +2 V is a "1" is stored. The current available from a W = Spim, Vp =

-0.7 V output FET at Vgs - + 0.5 V would be 1ds u 0.4 mA, capable of achieving
a voltage slew rate on a C1 = 425 fF load of dV/dt - 109 V/s, or requiring

600 ps to discharge the bit line by 0.6 V. This should be more than adequate

for a 10 ns access time RAM.

Operation of this D-MESFET memory cell at this power level requires
that the FET subthreshold currents be of the order of 10 nA. This appears

reasonable as long as the logic saving is sufficient to get the gate voltage
~0.4 V below the "nominal" square low threshold voltage (Vp). The large

logic savings available in this 0-MESFET approach make that possible.

2.1.2 RAN Cell Circuit Concept Study

The first design consideration for the RAM cell , which is basically a
latch circuit, Is the basic size of the VETs to be used. Large VET widths

i (- 5 pin) have the advantage of being reasonably simple to fabricate with high

parametric uniformity. They have the disadvantage of larger cell size and, if
i the total current in the latch is being established by the requirement for

less than 1 p&W cell, very low 'ds/Idss ratios. Smaller VETs (down to 1 pin

; gate width) result in decreased cell size and operate at a more favorable cur-

! C5361A/bw
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rent density. However, their narrow widths (down to 1 pm) approach the fea-

ture size limitations of state-of-the-art processing, which may result in

unacceptable yield and large parameter variations from device to device. The

operating characteristics of the FETs and the diodes are not well-known at the

low current levels involved, particularly in a densely packed chip where sub-

strate leakage may be of significance. Therefore, both operating characteris-

tics and device yield need to be determined experimentally for a variety of

device sizes.

The second design consideration, the layout design rules, have an

even greater effect on cell size, and hence bit density, than FET size. These

rules are directly derived from the processing steps, and are directly tied to
the resolution and layer to layer registration of the photolithographic se-
quence Involved in fabricating the circuits. In this program, it is intended

to use the tightest rules that do not degrade yield unacceptably. Yield vs

design rule sizes will be determined experientally. This determination will

Involve the pattern to be used in the circuit (i.e., the circuit layout it-

4 self) rather than a standardized pattern, so that any proximity or shape

dependent effects are automatically taken into account.

Another effect becomes important for closely spaced devices: inter-

device leakage currents. These currents are generally not of concern for

ordinary logic circuits operating at moderate power levels (0.2-2.0 moW/gate),

but Increase in importance when Interdevice spacing decreases and extremely
low operating currents are used. In the proposed RAM cell, the leakage cur-

rents may be greater than FET "off" currents and could even become comparable

to FET "on" currents at very high circuit densities. Evaluation of these
leakage currents are crucial to a well-designed low power RAM.

2.2 Processingl Techniques for Low Power RAM Arrays

i The realization of high speed, low power GaAs 4K bit RAM chips re-
* quires a fabrication technology capable of high process yields. The current

j Rockwell technology has proven to be capable of LSI complexity, and thus pro-

4 13
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vides a strong basis for RAM development. As initially conceived, the RAM

process %zuld deviate only slightly from baseline processing, and as such,

would not result in any major deviation from accepted processing techniques.

The only area which required extensive process development was in the area of

fabricating high value (megohm) load resistors. This development centered

more on producing thin cermet films of the proper resistivity rather than in

the actual fabriation of the on-wafer resistors themselves, since the resistor

process was essentially an additional second level metal process. Details of

the resistor development process are described in the sections relating to the

various mask sets.

The Rockwell GaAs processing techniques have been discussed in detail
elsewhere,1 and have reached a point where 3 in. wafer processing is now stan-

dard. The following section provides a brief review of the basic process

steps for RAM wafer fabrication (both 1 in. and 3 in. wafers), and is des-

cribed in order of the normal process sequence, as outlined in Fig. 2.2-1.,

steps 1 through 11.

~Localized Implantations (steps 1-3)

The first implantation step, labeled n', utilizes a shallow Se im-

plant for optimizing the FET channel regions. The second implant, called n+,

used Si in order to obtain a deeper profile suitable for the Schottky barrier

switching diodes. Both implantations were used for the level shifting diode

and ohmic contact regions.

Encapsulation and Anneal (Steps 4 and 5)

After completion of the implantation and mask registration steps, the

photorestst mask was removed using a combination of wet chemical and dry etch-

ing techniques. The total dielectric thickness was then increased with the

addition of 5102 over the Si3N4 already present in the GaAs surface.

The wafers were subsequently annealed at 8500C for 20 mtn in order to
~remove the ion implantation damage.

-- ' 14
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Circuit Lithograph (Steps 6-8)

At this point in the process, the entire surface of the GaAs slice is

still covered with a dielectric layer. The subsequent ohmic contact layer and

the Schottk~y metalization layers, which also serves as first layer intercon-

nect, were deposited within windows in this dielectric (as shown in Fig.

2.2-1, Steps 6-8). The ohmic contacts for the FETs, active loads and Schottky

diodes used an AuGe-Pt metalization system. The circuits were fabricated by

defining the desired patterns in photoresist and plasma etching the underlying

Si3N4/SiO 2 dielectric to the GaAs surface. The desired metal layer was then

evaporated and the circuits defined by photoresist lift-off.

After defining the ohmic contacts, a 1 to 2 min, 450C thermal cycle
was applied in order to alloy the AuGe ohmic metal to the GaAs surface.

Hul ti] ayer Interconnects (Steps 9-11)

The wafers were then covered with a SI3N4 layer in order to isolate

the first-l evel metal interconnects from the second-l evel interconnects yet to
be fabricated. Electrical connections from the second to the first-level
interconnects were provided by via windows through the dielectric. These via

windows were defined by reactive ion etching. The underlying gold-based
first-level interconnect serves as an automatic etch stop for this process.

The Au-based second-level interconnect was defined with an ion milling method.

16
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3.0 AP1 MASK SET

The purpose of the first mask set, API, was to permit the first-cut

issues of RAM devices and processing techniques to be resolved well enough so

that a reasonable cell design could be made for a 256 bit array. To the max-

imum extent possible, this mask set was to include structures to answer or

verify all anticipated parameter questions that would effect the final design

of the RAM cell. The following sections will discuss the mask set layout and

device considerations, the processing refinements which were needed for the

development of high value resistors, and the test results which evaluated cell

performance. The culmination of these efforts then led to a better under-

standing of low power RAM performance the subsequent design of 256 bit arrays.

3.1 Device and Layout Considerations

The conservative layout design rules that have been established for

the general Rockwell GaAs IC process are not necessarily consistent with all

types of circuits. These design rules have been followed to the letter in

MSI/LSI circuits in which internal (gate circuit) yield is crtical to achiev-

ing test parts. However, these design rules may be altered with judicious

care for the sake of increased speed and/or density. For the proposed 4K RAM,

the cell size should be kept to an absolute minimum, both to minimize power

(by keeping line capacitances low, in part) and to keep the overall chip

dimensions (with their attendant adverse affect on chip yield) as small as

possible. The specific design rule limitations must be determined experimen-

::Jtally. A practical balance between performance and yield ust be achieved
. through careful analysis of experimental device and circuit results. These

considerations were addressed in the design of the APi mask set.

iThe two most crtical device characteristics for this cell design are

!;7 the FET operating characteristics below threshold (subthreshold region) and

; the forward voltage drop of diodes carrying very low currents. To achieve the

- ~ 1 abI power level in a cell, operating currents must be in the tens of nano-

'!" 17
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amperes range, requiring verification that subthreshold currents and/or leak-

age currents are below this level. The voltage drop of a diode depends on

current density, which can be kept high for a given current by making the

diodes smaller; however, practical photolithography limits the diode to

1 Om x 1 Vim. Even at this size, the operating current density is 4 orders of

magnitude less than the operating current density in diodes contained in more

conventional SDFL circuits. Verification that leakage currents are not of the

same order of magnitude as the anticipated low operating current densities was

needed.

In addition to active device characteristics, an evaluation of megohm

resistors was needed in order to complete the final cell design. Since the

resistor processing was an untried technology at the beginning of the program,
several test structures were needed to resistor performance. During this

time, the cermet film processing technique was the primary contender, although
various other approaches were still being considered.

The variables in the RAM cell design are the FET size, the cermet
resistor sheet resistivity and the design rule spacing. Table 3.1-1 lists the

cell design variations available on mask APi. A range of FET sizes were In-
cluded in order to determine whether a lower limit will be reached where

fringe effects (rather than uniform current flow) will dominate the FET be-
havior. With this design, processing uniformity of the various size FETs

could also be determined. High sheet resistivity (20 MQ/E] ), small cernet
resistors were also included in the cell matrix, as well as a more readily

achievable larger (5 MQ/oI) resistors. Different resistor layouts were made
to achieve the design resistor value with either sheet resistivity or varying

the resistor length (indicated by short or long in Table 3.1-1). Cells were

al so Incl uded with connections for external resi stors.

18
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Table 3.1-1

Design Variations of the RAM Cell

Design Rules Resistors
- Device Sizes N = Normal Int a Internal

Cell (i) T - Tightened Ext - External

1 1, 2 N Int,short
2 Int, long

3 1, 2 N Ext
Included

4 2, 4 N Int, short in RAM
V 5 Int, long array A

6 2, 4 N Ext

7 2, 4 T Int, short
8 Int, long

9 3, 6 N Ext

10 3, 6 N Int, short
11 Int, long

Included
12 3, 6 T Int, short in RAM
13 Int, long array B

14 5, 10 N Int, short
15 Int, long

16 5, 10 N Ext

Included
17 8, 15 N Ext in RAM

array C

An exmple layout for the 2, 4 vp FET cell with normal design rules

and low resistivity cermet is shown in Fig. 3.1-1. The serpentine resistors

dictated the cell size. This size was maintained for the other versions to

facilitate arraying the different cells. The layout for 2, 4 on FETs with
normal design rules and a high resistivity film is shown in Fig. 3.1-2. The

4-.
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difference in the resistors can readily be seen. The spacings of Schottky

metal are 2 pm and vias between metal layers are located away from the source

or drain regions of the FETs. Figure 3.1-3 shows the same layout with tight-

ened rules where the Schottky metal spacings are 1.5 pm and the vias are lo-

cated right on the source and drain regions. The idea behind this mask was to

avoid the expenditure of extensive layout design time, therefore, no attempt

was made to shrink cell size when reduced spacings and smaller components were

used in design variations. These cell layout variations are the critical

yield and performance determining factors. Once the best design rules are

determined and proven, an optimized cell layout will be designed on a later

mask set.

Two generic cell layouts were made, one for the cells with larger
FETs (5, 10 ~iu and 3, 6 ina) and one for those with smaller FETs (2, 4 isu and
1, 2 im). For each of the two, all the variations were made, and a 4 x 8
array fo red with the cell design variations scattered through it. For each

-1 size, the cell with external resistors appeared only twice; all others ap-
peared either four or five times, a least once in a completely internal loca-

tion (for evaluation of any proximity effects). The arrangements of RAHl

arrays A and B are shown in Figs. 3.1-4 and 3.1-5, respectively. The quantity
of a given cell variant In these arrays is sufficient for a coarse yield esti-

mate, and good enough to identify and rule out cell designs with very low
yield. The two cell designs that were considered "best" and a third very con-

~servative control cell were each arrayed into 4 x 8 RAMs. Tests on these
~arrays would provide statistical data for preliminary yield analysis.

XIn addition, alternative current limiting circuits consisting of a

~FET and one or more diodes were also included on the mask, as well as small
FETs for evaluation, diode leakage test patterns, cermet resistor patterns,

patterns for alternate resistor fabrication methods, and other process monitor
test cells. The organization of mask APi is shown in Fig. 3.1-6.

22
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1, 2gam 1, 2 pm 2,4/um 2,4 um

SHORT R SHORT R TIGHT RULES SHORT R
SHORT R

1. 2um 1, 2 pm 2,4 pm 2,4pm

LONG R SHORT R TIGHT RULES LONG R
LONG R

2.4 pm 1, 2 pm 2,4 pm 2,4pm
TIGHT RULES LONG R TIGHT RULES SHORT R

SHORTR .LONG R

1. 2 m 1, 2 pm 2,4 pm 2,4 pm

EXT R LONG R LONG R EXT R

1, 2rm 1, 2pr 2,4pm 2,4pm

EXT R LONG R LONG R EXT R

2,4pm 2,4pm 2,4pm 2,4pm
TIGHT RULES TIGHT RULES SHORT R TIGHT RULES
SHORTR LONG R SHORT R

2,4 pm 1, 2/am 2,4pum 2,4 um

LONG R SHORT R LONG R TIGHT RULES
LONG R

2,4pm 1,2 pm 2,4 pm 2,4pm
SHORT R SHORT R SHORT R TIGHT RULES

SHORT R

Fig. 3.1.4 RAM array A on mask set API.
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3. Sjm 3, 6gm 3. 6 pm 6, lopm
SHORT R SHORT R TIGHT RULES SHORT R

SHORT R

3. 6 pm 3. 6 pm 3. 6 pm S. 10om
LONG R SHORT R TIGHT RULES LONG R

LONG R

3, 6Sgm 3. 6 pm 3 . 6 pm 5, 10 pm
TIGHT RULES LONG R TIGHT RULES SHORT R

SHORT R LONG R

3,6opm 3.6pm 6, 10 po 6, 10um
EXT R LONG R LONG R EXT R

3, S m 3.6pm 5, 10 pm S. 10 pm
EXT R LONG R LONG R EXT R

3, 6 sm 3, 6 pm 5, 10 pm 3. 6pm

TIGHT RULES TIGHT RULES SHORT R TIGHT RULES
SHORT R LONG R SHORT R

6. 10 Pm 3, 6 pm , 10 JAm 3. 6 pm
LONG R SHORTR LONG R TIGHT RULES

LONG R

5, 10 im 3, 6 pm 5. 10/Pm 3. S6 m
SHORT R SHORT R SHORT R TIGHT RULES

SHORT R

Fig. 3.1-5 RAM array B on mask set AP1.
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3.2 RAM Process Development

Because a low power GaAs RAM cell requires extremely high value load

resistors (20-5OHQ), very low threshold FETs (- 0.5 V) and a high degree of

device isolation, additional process development has been required to imple-

ment a GaAs RAM technology. Because the control of low threshold voltages was

considered to be fairly straightforward, the main processing emphasis for the

API mask set was in the development of high value load resistors.

3.2.1 Control of Threshold Voltage and General Wafer Processing

The magnitude of the threshold voltage is one of the most difficult

parameters to control because of variations in the shallow, lightly doped n"

layer. The control of this parameter is dependent, not only on the reproduci-

bility and uniformity of the processes which were used, but also on the qual-
ty of the GaAs substrates. Typically, the long-range distribution of the

VETs from a full GaAs IC wafer are characterized by the threshold voltage of

1.1 V with a standard dviation of 100 anV. Because the RAM cell was designed

for subthreshold current operation, threshold voltages of approximately 0.5 V

were required. Using the AP1 mask set, imeplants were systematically varied in

order to evaluat proper dose and substrat conditions necessary for Vp =

0.5 V. For a dose of 2.2 x 1012 cn2 at an energy of 390 keV, the resulting

~threshold voltage was found to be in the range of 0.85 to 0.95 V, while de-
creasing the dose to 2.0 x 1012 cm2 resulted in a threshold voltage in the

range of 0.50 to 0.60 V. Thus, the imeplant conditions of 2.0 x i012 cm2 at

390 keV was set as an upper limit for the processing of wafers with reasonable
assurance that the proper threshold voltage could be obtained. After the

implantation adjustments, processing of the three AP1 wafer lots continued in
a normal fashion. Approximately half of the wafers were fabricated without

ceruet load resistors so that the external resistors could be used to analyze
circuit performance. The remaining wafers were processed with cermet films in

0 order to verify resistor processing techniques which would be used on future

256 bit RAM arrays.
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3.2.2 High Value Resistor Development

The high value resistor fabrication approach has been to develop thin

film cermet (Cr-SiOx) resistors. A considerable amount of work has been re-

ported2"4 on cermet resistors, indicating that both acceptable performance and

fabrication yield may be achieved with this approach. Cermet resistors, in

particular CR-SiOx, appear attractive since they can be sputter deposited,

have high resistivity values, exhibit an acceptable temperature coefficient of

resistance, and are compatible with our existing process. In addition, the

resistivity can be controlled through the use of bias sputtering2 and/or oxy-

gen poisoning.
3

The most desirable method of deposition for cermet resistors is RF

sputtering as opposed to flash evaporation (maintains proper composition by
completely evaporating all the mterial from the component source) or co-
evaporation (each material is simultaneously evaporated from separate sources)

techniques. Sputtering provides a more reproducible thin film composition
since the sputtering target is composed of a preselected metal-insulator com-
position ratio. Also, the thickness step coverage and uniformity control
resulting from sputtering is superior to evaporation techniques.

The intial work with cermet film deposition was carried out follow-

ing the guidelines of Ref. 2. The Cr-SiOx films were deposited on dielectric
coated silicon substrates. For the preliminary runs, Si02 was the dielectric

: material, whil1e for the later runs in which resistor test patterns were fabri-

-; ,: cated, plauia deposited silicon nitride (PSN) was used. The depositions were
carried out in a conventional RF sputtering systen using a 15 cm diameter tar-

~get. Two different target compositions were tested in an effort to determine

4 the proper resistivity range; the first target consisted of 50-50 wt% Cr-SiO,

while the second consisted of 20-80 wtI Cr-Si0, For all depositions, the

argon sputtering pressure was maintained in the range of 4-10 a while the
target voltage was constant at 2000 V. As expected, the film resistivity, as
measured by a four point probe, was found to vary both with substrate bias and

j target composition. Typical results are shown in Fig. 3.2-1. Stnce the re-

28
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Fig. 3.2-1 Comparison of cermet resistivity uding different sputter target
compositions.
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sistivity of the 50-50 target was found to well below the desired values of

200-500 0-cm, some preliminary attempts were made to increase the resistivity

by oxygen poisoning. However, these techniques were found to be highly non-

reproducible and were abandoned in favor of different target composition. The

best results were obtained with the 80-20 target and a grounded substrate (0

bias). It was also found that the resistivity was sensitive to the argon

sputtering pressure, and thus proved an additional means for "fine tuning" to

the desired resistivity value.

Since it was initially proposed that cermet resistors could be

trimed by ion milling, it was of interest to experiment with the change in

resistivity as a function of film thickness. Two films were deposited, one at
* 0 bias level and the other at 2.5 bias level with an intial thickness of

5600A and 6000A, respectively. These films were then ion milled for a spe-

cific time in order to reduce the film thickness. A new thickness was deter-

mirned and the resistivity measured using the four point probe technique. The

:1 results are shown in Fig. 3.2-2. The dashed lines represent the values ex-

pectd of constant bulk or specific resistivity vs thicknesses calculated from

the initial film resistivity and thickness, while the data points are the re-
sult obtained from the experimental runs. The films exhibit thickness vs

resistivity in the anticipated manner, indicating that films in the range of

3000A should be sufficient for RAM applications.

~The process which was pursued for the implementation of cermet thin
i film resistors for the A 1 RAM cell is shown schematically in Fig. 3.2-3.

~Basically, the appropriate thickness and resistivity of cermet material is

deposited on second-level dielectric and the resistors are defined by ion

milling. After etching via windows, the second-level metal is deposited with

the interconnects also defined by ion milling. At this point, the resistors

can be probed and adjusted (tritued) in value, if necessary, by thinning with

addtional ion milling. Additional variations to the process included both

thermally stabilizing the cermet resistors and protecting the resistors with a

final dielectric layer. Although this process provided a good first effort

30
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result for the initial RAM cells, later measurements shows a nonuniformity in

contacting second-level metal. As a result, a minor modification was made to

this basic process before beginning to fabricate 256 bit arrays. The cermet

processing technique for these arrays is discussed in Sec. 4.2.

3.3 RAN Cell Test Results

The testing procedures for the API mask set concentrated on an eval-

uation of active devices and individual RAM cells. In addition, a preliminary

evaluation of radiation effects on device performance was also performed. The

RAM cell tests were conducted primarily with external load resistors, since

the cermet process continued to be developed during this time.

3.3.1 Device and RAM Cell Performance

Diodes are used in GaAs f^rcuits for voltage level shifting. For
appreciable current densities, the fowward voltage drop across a diode is

normally m 0.7 V. In the RAM-compatible lower current range, the voltage drop
is much lower. The I-V characteristics of level shifting diodes were measured
on 10 parallel 1 1jn x 1 pin diodes as shown in Fig. 3.3-1. The measurement re-
sult Indicates that in the current range of tens to hundreds of nanoamperes,

.! the voltage drop across one diode ranges between 0.45 V and 0.52 V (instead of

0.7 Y). In this measurement, it was also found that the characteristics of
~doubly implanted diodes were subject to more variability and higher dark cur-

: rents than were those of singly implanted diodes. Therefore, singly implanted

~diodes were chosen in the following RAM cell designs.

The FETs in a RAM cell are operated in the threshold conduction
region in which the operating characteristic departs from the square law I -
K(Vgs-VT) 2. Measurements of the low current characteristics of 2 ii switching

FETs shown in Fig. 3.3-2. In Fig. 3.3-2, the subthreshold conduction of these
* FETs can be represented as I - Ioexp(-czqVgs/kT), instead of square law. It

can also be seen from this measurement that to decrease the current by one de-
cads requires a change in Vgs of approximtely 150 mYV. This figure can serve
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1 MRDC82-16923

WAFER API-11

DIODE CHARACTERISTIC

CHIP
I A 0 12

026
& 34

051
@ 65

U

43 0
100nA

10 nA
0.3V O.4V 0.5V 0.6V

APPLIED VOLTAGE

Fig. 3.3-1 Wafer APl-11 diode characteristic.
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CHIP
012
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10nA 054

I-

"ww
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10 nA

I  I

0.7V -O.V -0.6V -0.4V -0.3V -0.2V

GATE BIAS

Fig. 3.3-2 Subthreshold conduction of FET.
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as a design guide in defining the low current turnoff voltage of a FET. For

example, if low current turnoff is defined as one order of magnitude decrease

in current, it can be taken as a voltage magnitude 0.15 V greater than the

nominal pinchoff voltage. The measurement results shown in Fig. 3.3-1 and
3.3-2 provide a preliminary set of design parameters, and verify the viability

of RAM cell operation in the 10 to 100 nanoampere range with regard to current
leakage margins and device behavior.

Testing procedures for cell operation included plotting output volt-

age as a function of the negative supply voltage, VSS, with a fixed VDD and

word line voltage (Vword line), when VSS is increased negatively from 0, with

Vword line a 0, the curves of Fig. 3.3-3 result. With VSS near 0 V, both
latch FETs and the output FET are on, the voltages at the drains of the latch
VETs are 0 V, and the output voltage is one diode drop above ground (= 0.6 V).
As the magnitude of YSS is increased, the gates of the transistors become neg-
atively biased, current flow is limited, and the output voltage rises. The

situation is that of a balanced amplifier. Further increases in VSS bring the
gate voltage to Vpinchoff at which point the circuit becomes bistable; the

{ output will be high or low depending on the state of the latch circuit. IVssI
~can now be increased over a considerable range with bistable operation main-

tatned. Eventually, it becomes so negative that the "on" VET has its current

~reduced to where it will not clamp the drain voltage to 0 V which starts to

rise. Near this point, the circuit loses its bistability as the voltage on
the drain of the "on" FET rises and no longer holds the gate of the "off" FET

below pinchoff. This gives the margin of operation for VSS with a given VDD,
and with Yword line " 0; the margin is wider for higher values of VDD"

The disabling characteri sti c of the cell can be determined by repeat-
ing the test described above, with Vword line set at various vol tages as shown

in Fig. 3.3-4. As Vword line approaches the full disabling voltage of 1.5 V,
* the distinction apparent in the output between a "1 and a "0" disappears and

the range of ¥SS for bistability decreases. The curves in Fig. 3.4-4 are mea-
sured data for a specific circuit with 2 and 4 pm VETs and tight design rules.
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The effect of VDD variations on the operating window are shown in
Fig. 3.3-5. In this measurement, a very high value of sense voltage on the

output was used; any output voltage above approximately 2.0 V is to be re-

garded as a "1", and the remaining structure of the figure (above 2.0 V) to be

ignored, since in an array the output voltage would be clamped. The predom-

inant effect of 0.5 V change in VDD is to produce an approximate 1.0 V widen-

ing of the operating region for the stored "0" (the lower part of the loop)

with respect to VSS; the widening takes place in the high VSS end with almost

no change in the low VSS end. From these data, it can be concluded that the

cell Is not particularly sensitive to VDD variations.

The effect of resistor variation on the cell operating window was
also verified experimentally. For a cell with external resistors, the values
were set at nominal the the operating window plotted as shown in Fig. 3.3-6.
then, in turn, the pullup resistor was increased by 10%;, the pulldown resistor

was increased by 10%;, and finally both resistors were increased by 10%. As

would be expected, since the circuit operation depends on the ratio of the

resistors more than absolute value, increasing both had little effect. In-
creasing the pulldown resistor increased the window, while increasing the

pu11up resistor decreased it, but not by large amounts. These data show that

_ the cell design is not critically dependent on resistor values.

Some of the above data (e.g., resistor variation and word line volt-

age effects) were taken at lower values of VDD (3.5 V or 2.5 V). There were
toreasons for this: one is that the variation under studay was more pro-

nounced (i.e., caused a larger percentage variation with espect to VSS) at
lower values of rVB, so testing at lower value of VDD was done to aid analysis
of circuit operation by accentuating the effect. The second reason was to
cause the left-hand portion of the operating window to occur at magnitudes of

VSS safely below the breakdown voltage of the circuit. All of the effects

studied scaled to higher voltages without essential change, except a decrease
in the percentage variation relative to V5s.
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Dynamic testing of the cell was also performed. As the word line

voltage, VW, in increased, the point is reached where a write pulse on the

appropriate line does not change the state of the cell; the cell is then dis-

abled. Disabling occurs for Vw a 1.3 V. As the word line voltage reaches

1.5 V, the output voltage is essentially the same for a stored "0" or a "1",

i.e., the operating loop traced out as SS is varied reduces to a line (or

single curve). When VW is again lowered, the voltage is appropriate to the

stored state, however. If VW is raised high enough, then subsequently

lowered, the output voltage will always be that for a "1", regardless of the

original state; the cell is "forgetting" data. The word line voltage VW for

forgetting is greater than 2 V for all cells tested with ^DD = 3.5 V. For
Vl)D - 5 V, the forgetting voltage was VW =2.4-2.5 V.

One important parameter Influencing memory cycle times is the minimum
pulse width that can write or change the state of a cell. * n dynamic testing,
cells wrote gal" or "0" reliably and consistently with 2 ns pulses (the lower
limit of the pulse generator). The cell design is, therefore, more than fast
enough for a 10 ns access time RAM.

3.3.2 Radiation Tests

Total dose radiation experiments were carried out using one of the

~wafers from the first mask set, APl1. This wafer was irradiated with a

total gamma dose of 10 rad, and the following parameters wre measured before
~and after irradiation: 1) the substrate leakage current, 2) the subthreshold
~conduction of the FETs, and 3) the I-V characteristics of the diodes. With

the exception of a slight change in diode forward voltage drop, no change in

characteristics occurred due to radiation exposure. Test results from wafer

APi-li are described in detail below:

Substrate Leakage Current - The substrate leakage current was eval-

uated by measuring the I-V characteristics of the isolation test pat-

tern. This pattern was 50 un wide with a 3 um gap between the two n+

implants. The negligible decrease In substrate current, as shown in
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Fig. 3.3-7, demonstrates that the isolation properties of the GaAs

substrates are unaltered by irradiation.

Subthreshold Characteristics - The subthreshold characteristics of a

small FET (gate dimensions 24 Om wide by 1 an long) before and after

irradiation are shown in Fig. 3.3-8. The slight shift in the log I

vs Vgs curve represents a decrease in the magnitude of the effective

threshold voltage of approximately 15 mY. It is noteworthy that the

slope of the curves in the low current region does not change. Gate

leakage current was less than the measurement sensitivity during both

tests. The conclusion is that 107 rads caused no significant change

in FET subthreshold characteristics, the slight actual change ob-

served being in a direction to improve circuit operation.

Schottky Diode Characteristics - The Schottky diode characteristics
before and after Irradiation are shown in Fig. 3.3-9. The ideal

characteristic of the Schottky junction remains unchanged after
~irradiation, as indicated by the linear relation of the log I vs V

curve. The most notable change is a decrease in barrier height of
approximately 70 my, as well as a small increase in the ideality
factor, n. The lower barrier height causes an upward shift in the
log I vs V curve, and therefore a reduction in the forward voltage
drops across the diode at a given current. The magnitude of the

change Is approximately 50 mY for currents in the tens of nano-

uiperes. In the case of the RAM cell, the decrease in forward
voltage tightens the design restrictions, but it should be partly

* compensated by the accompanying slight decrease in PET threshold
voltage. These preliminary test results are indicative of the stall
mgnitude of radi ation effets. The small1 voltage shift occurri ng in
the diodes can be accounted for in the design of the circuit and,

therefore, should not be a problem.
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AAFTER 107 RAD RADIATION
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011 2 34 5
APPLIED VOLTAGE (VOLT)

Fig. 3.3-7 Substrate leakage measurements.
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II

Fig. 3.3-8 Variation of subthreshold current with radiation.
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n' 1.26
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Fig. 3.3-9 Diode characteristics before and after radiation.
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A number of other device parameters, such as FET threshold voltage,

saturation current, and K value also show a slight, but unimportant change

after irradiation of 107 rads. Table 3.3-1 shows the average value and the

standard deviation for these parameters, both before and after irradi on.

The slight decrease in the saturation current, IDSS , after irradiatic is not

expected to effect the operation of the RAM cell which operates at current

levels much lower than 1OSS . A fully functional RAM cell was also tested

dynamically before and after irradiation; oscillograms of multi-function oper-

ation are shown in Fig. 3.3-10a and b. The data output shows writing 'gl,

writing "0, and remembering both "On and "1" when re-enabled afer being dis-

abled. The same voltages were applied in both cases. The absence of any
apparent change indicates that cell operation is insensitive to the slight
shift in the characteristics of the devices caused by irradiation of 107 rads.

Tabl e 3.3-1
50 psn xl1 in Gate FET

Variation in Threshold Voltage, Saturation Current, and K Value Before
and After i07 rads. The Following Data Is the Average of 35 FETs

(volts) (volts) IDS GIoss K (ma/V 2) oK (ma/V 2)

~Before
Radiation 0.493 0.100 0.800 0.264 3.395 0.366

Before
Radiation 0.504 0.100 0.787 0.258 3.149 0.300
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4.0 RM2 MASK SET

The API mask fabrication and testing characterized the levels of

diode voltage drop as a function of current, defined the minimum allowable

threshold voltage for cell operation, and provided information on cell design

and layout trade-offs relative to yield. These results provided a sound basis

for the design, fabrication and testing of a 256 bit RAM array.

4.1 RJ2 Design Approach and Layout

The design approach taken for the second mask set RM2 primarily

focused on collecting yield statistics, and was somewhat less concerned with

achieving the 1.0 g/bit power level. A notable change in the cell design of

R12 was to increase the current level in the diodes from 10 nA to 40 nA,

allowing cells with slightly higher more negative threshold voltage FETs to be
used. This change eased the design task of the decoder circuits that were to
be included for the first time in this mask set. The baseline RAM cell for

the 256 bit RN2 mask was designed for a 1.8 p /bit power level; the layout is

shown in Fig. 4.1-1. Preliminary circuit designs were also made for the
~decoder circuit, shown in Fig. 4,1-2.

: Arrays with variations on cell design directed toward operation with

more negative threshold voltages were also included. Three 256 bit arrays, in

all, with decoders were included. These were (as shown in Table 4.1-1):
1) the baseline low power cell (40 nA in diodes), 2) a high power version

with four times the current level (160 nA in diodes), and 3) a low current

version with three diodes (40 nA in diodes). Another array (with baseline

cells) without decoders was also included for dirct probing. Due to pad
count and layout limitations, the size of this array actually was 14 x 16 -

224 rather than the full 16 x 16 - 256; the 224 size is sufficiently close to
* 256 that it virtually does not affect the yield study. The I mask organi-

zation is shown in Fig. 4.1-3 with the layout shown in Fig. 4.1-4.
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MRDC 82-1574

*n nD'n DnI Dn Dn+2
- I - - D + I- VDD
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Wo+ 1

H H

S-+VDD

ft R

__ _I I _ - Wm (WORD LINE)
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"Hr II
1V . IVDD VDD

DATA
WRITE

VREF TPUT

CURMlET t- Y uS
LIMITER

L Rm

4-A 8

DATA

DTA

Fig. 4.1-2 Peripheral circuits for 256 bit static RAM (RM2).
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MRDC 82-1581

LOW POWER 3 DIODES LOW POWER 3 DIODES LOW POWER 3 DIODES
LOW POWER LOW POWER LOW POWER

CELL CELL CELL
TI ESWO RES TI W RES I W/O RES

HIGH POWER HIGH POWER NO PERIPHERALS HIGH POWERNOPRPEASNO PERIPHERALS NO PERIPHERALS

LOWPOWER LOW POWER LOW POWER

LOW POWER 3 DIODES LOW POWER 3 DIODES LOW POWER 3 DIODES
LOW POWER LOW POWER LOW POWER

CELL CELL T CELL
STI W RES I W/O RES TI W RES

HIGH POWER HIGH POWER HIGH POWERNO PERIPHERALS NO PERIPHERALS NO PERIPHERALS
LOW POWER LOW POWER LOW POWER

LOW POWER 3 DIODES LOW POWER 3 DIODES LOW POWER 3 DIODES
LOW POWER LOW POWER LOW POWER

12 RESCELL T2T CELL ESI CELLI2 liW/O RO TI TIW RES I2R~ W/O RES

I HIH POWER NO PERIPHERALS HIGH POWER NO PERIPHERALS HIGH POWER NO PERIPHERALS

LOW POWER LOWPOWER LOW POWER

Fig. 4.1-3 256 bit GaAs RAM mask (RM2).
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Fig. 4.1.4 256 bit GaAs RAM mask CR142).
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Table 4.1-1

RM2 Mask Set
Three Versions of RAM Cell

1. Low Power (Standard Version)

- 22 and 50 megoht resistors
- Power per cell: 2.3 piW enabled, 1.8 pW disabled

2. High Power (will work with higher pinchoff voltages,
but at higher power)

- 6 and 12.5 megohm resistors
- Power per cell: 8.4 pW enabled, 6.8 piW disabled

3. Three Diodes (will work with higher pinchoff voltages
while maintaining low power, but larger
cell size)

- 17 and 50 megohm resistors
- Power per cell: 2.6 pW enabled, 2.0 p14 disabled

4.2 Process Development

Seven wafer lots of RM2 wafers were completed during this time with-
out encountering any particular processing difficulties. Once an acceptable

fabrication technique for cermet resistors was found, it was incorporated into
the standard processing line with minimal difficulty. The wafer yield (pro-
cessing) for the seven RM lots was determined to be 81 ; and was limited pri-
marily by wafer breakage and nitride lifting.

4.2.1 Parametric Data and Process Monitoring

Of particular importance to the RAM development are certain process
moitr pare~trs which are indicative of how well the process is proceeding
at the various stages of fabrication. Table 4.2-1 summarizes device param-
eters obtained for each RAM lot using processing routines successfully adapted
for the RAM fabrication. The threshold voltages of FETs are all within an
acceptable range, indicative of good process control. A more detailed des-
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cription of the pinchoff voltage status will be discussed in a later para-

graph. In the case of the logic diodes, the series resistance, Rs, and the

threshold voltage, VTH, have been monitored and again show acceptable values

for all wafer lots. Finally, the ohmic contact measurements show that spe-

cific contact resistance, rc, and the sheet resistivity, Rs, are all generally

within normal values.

Table 4.2-1

Process Monitor Parameters for RM2 Wafer Lots

Numbers Shown are Average Value Per Lot

Wafer FETs Diodes Ohmic Contacts

Lot Vp (V) IDSS (mA) RS(o) VTH (V) rc (0-cm 2) RS (/o/)

1 0.496 0.83 630 0.877 2.8 x 10-6 417

2 0.518 1.12 627 0.818 3.2 x i0-6 408

3 0.416 0.86 618 0.874 1.3 x 10-5  315

4 0.510 1.18 632 0.859 2.3 x 10-6 349

5 0.582 1.27 420 0.822 1.5 x 10-5  333

6 0.660 1.30 694 0.940 4.5 x 10"̂  297
7 0.78 1.94 2474 1.09 4.1 x i0-6 1152

4.2.2 Cermet Resistor Fabrication

The technique for megol. resistor fabrication begun during the AP1
mask phase continued to be developed for the R142 arrays. The finished on-chip

resistors, however, showed a considerable variation in resistivity value, and
were not in good agreement wth the four poi nt probe measurements. After
several attempts to fabricate resistors with consistent resistivity values, an
Auger analysis of the cermet film was pursued in an effort to uncover problem

areas, particuarly with espect to the cermet-to-second metal contact. Figure
4.2-1 shows the atomic frction of the surface as a function of depth for a
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cermet film. The high percentage of oxygen and dielectric at the surface sug-

gests the formation of an oxide layer after exposure of the film to air. The

effect of 02 ashtng for photoresist removal can also be seen in the figure.

This oxide layer would make the contacting to second-level metal very diffi-

cult, and could account for the spurious results which were initially

observed.

One technique to avoid this problem was to simply interchange the

cermet and second-level metal process steps. Instead of metal being deposited

on the cermet film as originally proposed, cermet would be deposited on

second-level metal (gold). This process is shown schematically in Fig. 4.2-2.

Thus, the formation of oxides on the cermet film can be avoided, and since
gold is relatively free of oxide, better contacts should result. Two test

wafers (AP1-31 and AP1-32) were processed in which the cermet film was de-

posited on both wafers at the same time. However, wafer AP1-31 had second-

level metal deposited on cermet, while wafer API-32 had the reverse process.

Measurements of sheet resistivity for the two wafers are shown in Table 4.2-2.

As can be seen, wafer 32 showed consistent results from the various techniques
for measuring sheet resistivity, namely, a Van der Pauw "cross" pattern, a

22M0 resistor, the transmission line method, and the mechanical four point

~probe.

Table• 4.2-2
Resi stor Measurements for Wafers AP1-31 and AP1-32

Van der Pauw 22 Resistor TLM4 2 R 4 Pt. Probe

Wafer (Noo) (MolID) (MolD]) (MQS (Mo/lD)

31 -- 8 ....- 2-3

32 3.3 3.0 3.4 3.2 2-3
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Measurement of wafer 31, on the other hand, showed inconclusive re-

sults and the inability to make most of the measurements due to open test

structures or scattered data. The test showed, however, that deposition of

the cermet film on second-level metal was the preferred process and, as a

result, would be the technique used for the RM2 mask set.

One potential problem area with the above described approach is the

step coverage of the thin (*- 3000A) cenmet film over the thicker (4000-6000A)

gold interconnect layer. Figure 4.2-3 shows a SEM photo of cenmet resistor

over a second-level metal where the film thicknesses are 3000A and 6000A,

respectively. The step coverage is reasonably good in this case, primarily

due to the slight sloping of the ion milled metal line edges. Tn fact, the
degree of slope of the metal edge can be c atrolled by the ion milling tech-

niques use, and thus, offers some addtional control if necessary.

~The sheet resistivity value for the resistors fabricated with the iR12

(256 bit) mask set was chosen as a function of final resistor size and ease inj" which reproducible films could be deposited and, thus, dictated resistor sizes

::'of 2 x 12 ja (6[3) and 2 x 5 jam (2.5E). Processing of the resistors for all

the RM2 wafers was done in a manner identical to that of wafer API-32 in which

the cermet film was deposited on second-level metal. The PJ42 mask set has

test patterns for masuring sheet resistivity, resistor uniformity and contact

resistance. Figure 4.2-4 shows one of these test patterns, as well as the

~completed resistors in a typical 256 bit RAM4 cell array. Table 4.2-3 shows

the test data obtained for the seven RM2 wafer lots which were processed. The

resistor values on the wafers were purposely kept below the design values of
50 Mo and 22 MO so that ion mill thinning could be used later to optimize the

resistor values. The uniformity of the resistor values over the wafer is also
shown in Table 4.2-3. The measurements indicate that reasonably good results

can be obtained using these fabrication techniques, and extension to a 4K RAM

design should present no major fabrication difficulties.
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MRDC81-14343

TEST STRUCTURE FOR SHEET RAM CELL ARRAY SHOWING
RESISTIVITY AND CONTACT RESISTANCE THE Mn RESISTORS

22 Ma
RESISTOR-

so Mn
RESISTOR

Fig. 4.2-4 Test structure and cell array for cemet resistors.
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CONTROL OF CERMET RESISTOR VALUES
FOR RM2 WAFERS

SHEET CONTACT
RESISTIVITY RESISTOR VALUES RESISTANCE

6c3(2 x12pm) 2.5 E3(2 x5 pm) 2RC
WAFER (Mnlb) (MMZ (Mn?) (Mfl)

11 .5.5 39.9 ±7.8% 18.9 ± 7.8% 4.2

12 6.5 44.7 ±6.2% 20.6 ± 7.8% 3.9

14 5.7 41.3 ±8.6% 19.6 ± 8.1% 4.7

21 6.4 38.9 ±7.0% 17.7 ± 6.9% 3.1

22 5.7 35.3 ±3.7% 16.3 ± 3.2% 2.4

*23 6.5 39.0 ±4.0% 17.7 ± 6.4% 2.7

24 7.3 44.2 ± 14.5% 20.5 ±14.4% 4.1

31 6.9 43.5 ± 7.9% 20.0 ± 8.2% 3.3

32 7.5 48.2 ± 5.8% 21.8 ± 6.9% 4.1

33 7.1 47.7 ± 7.0% 22.1 ± 7.5% 3.3

34 7.3 50.3 ± 7.8% 23.6 ± 8.5% 4.3

43 5.0 32.3 ± 6.3% 15.1 ± 5.9% 3.3

44 5.0 33.6 ± 4.5% 15.8 ± 4.4% 2.8

54 8.5 59.6 ± 4.5% 28.6 ± 4.9% 6.5

61 7.5 56.7 ± 6.4% 28.4 ± 6.8% 8.7

62 7.2 52.2 ± 7.2% 25.8 ± 7.3% 8.5

63 8.0 58.0 ± 10.9% 30.5 ±12.3% 10.0

64 7.6 56.6 ± 6.6% 27.3 ± 6.5% 7.5

72 7A 50.6 ± 7.5% 24.2 ± 7.7% 5.8

73 8.0 50.9 ±t 13% 29.6^^^^^^^^^^^^^14.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^9.8^^^^^^^
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4.3 RIQ2 Test Results

The testing phase of R1V2 wafers consisted of two parts. The first

part was the yield testing of undecoded 224 bit arrays, while the second part

demonstrated the functionality of decoded circuits. During the course of the

testing program, substrate isolation was found to play a significant role in

the operation of the arrays. As a result, more detailed measurements were

made of leakage currents and correlations made to the operating character-

istics of the cell.

4.3.1 Art Testing

Testing of the undecoded arrays on R?42 wafers was done using an auto-
mated probe station and an Analog Devices MACSYM test computer. The test pro-

gram exercises each cell in the RAM, reads the output and compares it against

threshold, and prints out errors. It also tests for storage of an initially
~written "1 after disabling and re-enabling.

The test program goes through the following steps: It applies power
to the circuit for testing; prints out current values and aborts the test if
it finds a short; then cycles each cell in turn five times, writing alter-
nately "0" and "1 leaving cells in the "1" state as it disables each row.

After this cycling, each cell is addresssed in turn. For each cell, 1) the

output is read, digitized by comparing it to a reference and an error flag set

true or false, 2) a "0" is written, digitized, checked for error, and 3) a
"1" is stored in a matrix by row, coliun and test condition (1, 2 or 3 above),
as wall as an error map (0 for no error, 1 for error) with the sam matrix

coordinates. While the test is in progress, any errors caused a printut (on

the CRT) of address, test condition failed and analog output voltage. At the

conclusion of the test, a failure sumary is printed out of the:

1. Number of cells falling to write a "0" or a "1,

2. Number of cells failing to write a "1",

3. Number of cells forgetting a 1" after being disabled,
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4. Number of cells that failed both 2 and 3 above,

5. Total number of failures (both forgetting and failing to write).

The failure rate of the 224 arrays is shown in Table 4.3-1 where the

test results can be divided into three yield classifications. The first cate-

gory showed an acceptable yield and is represented by the first four wafers

(11 through 21). The second category showed relatively low yield and is rep-

resented by wafers 22-24. The final set of wafers showed no yield and is rep-

resented by wafers 31-72. In an effort to determine the cause of the array

failures, a number of electrical measurements were made. The substrate isola-

tion characteristics were of primary importance and detailed measurements were
made for each yield category. The standard isolation gap which was used in

4 making the measurements is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3-1, along with the
substrate I-V characteristics for each of the yield categories mentioned
above. The curves generally have a threshold voltage in the range of 0.5 to
2.0 V and are consistent with the carrier-injection phenomenon based on the

'11 Lampert-Rose modl1. 5 The initial indication, therefore, was that the cell

yield was directly related to the substrate isolation properties, but that

more testing would be required before making any final judgements.

Tfuteevlaesbtaeleakage effects, a number of measure-

~ments were made on individual RAM cells. Since the proper voltages at the
- drain nodes of the three switching FETs are crucial to successful cell opera-

tion, a direct measurement of gate voltage vs the three node vol tages was
made. After grounding one of the nodes and applying voltage to the second
node, the gate voltage at the third node was montored. For a high yield
wafer (Fig. 4.3-2), the gate voltage for the three FETs remains constant at
* 1.0 V as the drain voltage varies from 0 to 2.5 V. For low yield wafers,

64
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Table 4.3-1

224 RAM Cell Arrays
Number of Failures (36 Arrays/Wafer)

Wafer Partial s
Number 00 1 2 3-14 < 100 > 100

11 3 2 3 8 18 2

12 3 7 5 9 12 -

14 5 3 5 11 8 4

21 3 3 2 - 26 2

22 - - - 3 22 11

23 - - - 1 8 27

24 - 1 1 9 17 8

31 - - - - 2

32 - - - - 1

33,34 - - - - -

43,44 - - - - -

54 - - - - -

61,62,63,64 - - - - -

72 - - - -

73 - - - 2 24 10

74 - 2 1 8 15 10

Figs. 4.3-3 and 4.3-4, the gate voltage does not remain constant with drain
voltage, but rather decreases significantly, the 2 on left FET being the most

sensitive. These results suggest that a leakage path exists between the gate

and drain of the FETs, and that measurement of specific FET characteristics

would be needed to further isolate the problem. The subthreshold current

characteristic of a single isolated FET is shown in Fig. 4.3-5. This measure-

ment shows a perfect characteristic with negligible gate current in the range
of Vg - 0 to -1.0 V. However, when measuring subthreshold characteristics of
VETs within a RN4 cell, even the high yield wafers showed signs of increasing

65
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* MADCSS-2071SA

Au PLASMA NITRIDE Au

a 7 802 SCHOTTKY METAL
JOHMIC METAL

&I. Gaft

GAP LENGTH -
3om

GAP WIDTH - 50;tn

70-
NO WORKING CELLS

Go- HIGH FAILURtE RATE

50-

40- LOW FAILURE RATE

130-
20-

10.

0
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

VOLTAGE, V

Fig. 4.3-1 Isolation characteristics of 50 x 3 yxi isolation gap for the

three categories of cell yield.
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l0pA

I1pA

100 nA

Is

10 nA

111111@ 1fil 10 nA

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0
V9

VDD - 2.5V

Fig. 4.3-5 Drain and source current characteristics for an isolated 4 pm
FET.
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gate current as shown in Fig. 4.3-6a. The results were even more dramatic for

low and no yield wafers where the gate current is unusually high (Fig.

4.3-6b). This high current causes a high drain current when the gate voltage

is negative, thus resulting in cell failure. Thus, the first order mechanism

for low power RA4 cell failure was, at this stage, substrate leakage which, in

turn, degraded the subthreshold FET characteristics. One possible means for

the improvement of substrate isolation is by. ion bombardment. Proton implan-

tation was investigated for this purpose and is discussed in detail in the

following section.

4.3.2 Isolation Tests

Proton implantation in semi-insulating substrates has been used for

several years as a means to increase device isolation and to reduce the back-
gating effect.6 This improvement was initially attributed to the increase of

resistivity caused by proton damage. More recent experiments,7 however, have

shown that backgating improvements were realized, not because of resistivity

increases, but because of an increase in the threshold for substrate conduc-

tion. Thus, it appeared that proton isolation wuld be an effective means of

improving interdevice isolation for RAM cells.

One of the first experiments to be performed before proton bombard-
menit could be incorporated into the RAM process was to determine the necessary
1rmplant parameters for optimum isolation.* Figure 4.*3-7 shows the I-V charac-

teristics of a standard 50 x 3 pm isolation gap with and without proton im-
plant. The case shown is for 150 keY, however, energies as low as 100 key

were also found to be effective. Implant energies of 75 key or less were not
deep enough to provide consistent isolation properties. Proton doses in the
range of 1-4 x i014 H+/cwi2 were found to be optimum, while higher doses led to

a decrease in resistivty.
The Improvement in device isolation by proton bombardment indicates

that the current leakage path in the substrate is probably very close to the

surface. One possible reason for such surface leakage is the outdiffusion of
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EL2 during the post-implantation annealing.8 Because of fewer traps at the

surface, the trap-fill-limited voltage or the threshold voltage for current

conduction near the surface is smaller than in the bulk, therefore, the sur-

face leakage is higher. With proton bombardment, the number of traps is in-

creased so the threshold for current leakage is also increased. Besides the

trap-filling model, there is another possible explanation for the improvement
made by proton isolation. Because of the proton damaged layer, the potential

distribution in the substrate may be changed and some local high field regions

may be eliminated. Thus, the instability associated with high fields and the

resulting nonlinear substrate current conduction no longer exists.

The implementation of a proton bombardment step into the RAM process

is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3-8. The step occurs after ohmic metal
alloying and utilizes a 2.5 nn thick photoresist as an implant mask. The mask

is somewhat larger than the actual size of the active area in order to allow

for lateral spread of the protons. Once the proton implantation has occurred,

the photoresist is stripped off and normal processing resumes.

The effectiveness of proton isolation was demonstrated on a RAM test
wafer, W42-81. One half of the wafer was fabricated in the standard fashion,

while the other half was processed with a proton Isolation step. Testing of

the 224 bit undecoded arrays showed a signficant decrease in the failure rate

for the proton implanted side. Not only was the failure rate reduced from 12%
to 2.51, but the proton implanted side had three perfect arrays while the non-

implanted side had none. Thus, the effectiveness of proton bombardment as a

means of reducing substrate leakage was demonstrated, and henceforth would

become a necessary procedure for the fabrication of the ultra-low current

devices.

On additional test which was performed on proton isolated samples
addressed the issue of proton danage reliability. Since the highest tempera-
ture the wafers experience following proton implantation is 250°C, a test
Minle was baked at this temperature for 40 hours. No degradation of isola-
tiesw s noted following this test. The temperature was then raised to 275C

74
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Fig. 4.3-8 Schematic cross section of the proton isolation step.
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for a period of 65 hours, and then finally raised to 300% for 92 hours.

Again, no change in the leakage characteristics was noted during this time.

This result is consistent with other reported results,6 and indicates that

proton isolation should be an acceptable technique for incorporation into RAM

array processing.

76
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5.0 RM3 MASK SET

The demonstration of a fully functional 256 bit static RAM was based

on knowledge gained with the two preceding mask sets. A number of design and
processing modifications were incorporated with mask set RN3, the most Impor-
tant being the implementation of a 3 inch wafer process. The design and lay-
out considerations are discussed in Sec. 5.1, while wafer processing is des-
cribed in Sec. 5.2. The testing of RAM wafers is discussed in Sec. 5.3 along

with preliminary yield considerations.

5.1 Mask Set RM3 Design and Layout

The main objective for designing mask set Rt3 was to launch the proc-
essing of 3 in. diameter GaAs wafers. The 256-bit RAMs on mask set RM3 are

very similar to those on mask set RM2, except for relatively mall corrections

and design improvements. The main changes from mask set P12 to mask set R13
~were related to die organization and alignment marks for processing with a 10

~X wafer stepper on 3-inch wafers. Mask set R142 contained a number of differ-
) aent versions of the 256-bit RAM, some with and some writhout peripheral cir-

cut s. Several versions were also included in P1M3, but the number of differ-
ent options was smailer. RM43 provided an opportunity to add a number of test
structures consisting of portions of the peripheral circuits and single cells
which were extracted from the full RAM circuits. This addition was very
important because mask set P1' lacked these diagnostic elements. A photograph
of mask set 113 is shown in Fig. 5.1-1.

On mask set P143, the design of the RAM cell was still at a more ad-
vanced stage than the design of the peripheral circuits. The design of the
RAN cell had already undergone one iteration following extensive characteriza-
tion. The peripheral circuits instead, were the result of a first simple de-
sign to provide a vehicle to address the memory array without any attempt to

attain low power dissipation. Fine tuning of the peripheral circuits so that
their power dissipation is coumensurate with the power dissipation of the
mry cell array wes left for a future design iteration.
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MRDC83-24M6

MASK SET RM3
256 BIT LOW-POWER GaAs STATIC RAM

mmm

Fig. 5.1-1 Photograph of mask set Rt43 containing several 256 bit static
RAMS, some 224 RAM cell arrays (undecoded) and test structures.
This mask set was used to process 3 in. wafers.
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5.1.1 256-Bit RAM Cell Design

A schematic of the typical RAM cell used on a mask set RM3 is shown

on Fig. 5.1-2. This cell is virtually unchanged with respect to the cell used

on wafer RM2, and it is designed to dissipate 1.6 p. The only appreciable

change was on the width of the transistor which drives the bit sense line.
This width was increased from 4 to 7.5 Vin. However, the version of the RAM

cell with the 4 i wide driver transistor was also retained. A higher-power

low-resistor value version of the RAM cell which had been used on mask set RM2

was dropped from set R143. A version having three level shifting diodes, sup-

posedly capable of higher tolerance to FET threshold shift, was left on mask

set RM3, although preliminary test on mask set RM2 indicated that it was not a

worthwhile option. The layout of the cell was also left unchanged except for
~minor corrections on line spacings. The cell dimensions were 51 x 39 gfl.

, 5.1.2 Peripheral Ci rcut

A schematic of the peripheral circuits used with the 256-bit RAM is
shown on Fig. 5.1-3. This is a fairly conventional circuit. As on mask set
PRM2 the row and column address decoders require both the address and its corn
plement. Tie complements could have been generated on chip by inverters, but

then line drivers should have been provided. To keep the design as simple as
possible, both the address and its complement were required from the inputs.

• The column decoder circuit uses a NOR gate and a source follower
driver. Source follower drivers were widely used in the peripheral circuits
and are shown on Fig. 5.1-3. Although source followers have excellent drive
capability, they consiume too much power because their transistor is always

on. In order to experiment with a power sving alternative the row decoder
• (which was identical to the colum decoder on mask set RM2) was redesigned on

* mask set II3. As shown on Fig. 5.1-3, the row decoder senses the address
through a NAND operation performed by an SD2FL gate having a complementary

twO different designs used for rows and columns provided an opportunity for an

'4
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LOW POWER MEMORY CELL UPDCC2-10436S

D S

+VDDA -3 +3V - +VDDA

is ME218 M.

WORD 40____ + IV DISABLED
LINE O.OV ENABLED

2V -2V

WRITE SENSE WRITE
LINE

Fig. S.1-2 Schematic of a typical cell used in the 256 bit GaAs static RAM
on mask set RM3.
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experimental comparison of the trade-offs between the source follower and the
complementary driver options.

5.1.3 Test Structures

A deficiency of mask set RM2 was lack of the test structures for the

peripheral circuits. This was remedied on mask set RM3 by extracting every

component of the peripheral circuits, placing it in a test cell, and connect-

ing every significant electrical node to a row pad. Although not useful for
high speed testing, these test structures provide an excelent tool for anal-

yzing the operation of the circuits, particularly with respect to voltage

levels and voltage swings. Since RM3 was the first mask set for processing of

3 inch wafers, some process yield related test structures were also Incorpo-

rated. These test structures, which appear on the top row on Fig. 5.1-1,
~consist of long meander lines of first and second layer metal to test for

shorts between parallel lines and between crossovers. A test structure con-

~sisting of long first to second layer interconnects was also incorporated on

the msk set. A fairly dense array of standard test structures for character-

izing the uniformity of device and ohmic contact characteristics was also in-

corporated. These process related test structures with a spacing of 2.8 uum in

both directions, provide 396 data points on a 3 inch wafer.

5.2 Three-Inch Wafer Processing

The following section outlines the primary features of the transition
frm 1 inch to 3 inch wafers. In addtion to an extensive equipment modifica-
tion program, the techniques for handling and processing 3 inch wafers were
undertaken with the ultimat goal of achieving process control and wafer uni-

formity. The details of the cermet resistor process and the new proton isola-

tion step were finalized during this tim and incorporated into the new

processing line.
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5.2.1 Equipment Upgrading for 3-Inch Processing

Prior to the fabrication of the first RM3 wafers, the entire process

line was changed from 1 inch square wafer format to 3 inch round wafers.
During this time, every piece of processing equipment was either modified to

accommodate the larger substrate size or replaced by new equipment. The major
invesbent was in the lithography area with the acquisition of a Censor IOX
wafer stepper. This machine is capable of 1.0 pmt dimensions with overlay
accuracies of better than 0.25 on (mean + 3a). The field size was set at

8.4 x 8.4 m, thus enabling the exposure of 44 full fields per wafer. All

areas of dry etching were upgraded for 3 inch wafers and a new reactive ion
etcher was brought on-line. Several new etching gases were used in this sys-

- temn to determine the best selectivity of SiO2 to photoresist. All metaliza-
tion systems utilized planetary substrate holders for uniformity control, and

were equipped with instrumentation for deposition rate and film thickness
monitoring. The cermet deposition system was changed from 6 inch diode sput-
tering to 8 inch magnetron sputtering. Again, planetary fixtures were used

for film uniformity.

5.2.2 RAM Process Status

• The intent of the intial 3 inch wafer processing was to use the RM3
mask set as the vehicle for establishing a 3 inch wafer line and, at the same

time, trying to achieve operational 256 bit RAN arrays. This approach w& a

formidable one, since processing experience had to be gained while simltane-

ously fabricating a complex circuit design. As a result, the first two wafer
~lots were devoted to the process Implementation through the Schottlky metal

level. The following two lots were used to finalize the proton bombardment
* steps, establish second-level processes, and fabricate cermet resistors.

~Finally, with the fifth and sixth lots, the entire process was proven feasible
i!. e ;wiUh 3 inch wafers and thus established a baseline for all future processing.

E: ,, C5361A/bw
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One of the primary concerns of the 3 inch process for RAM circuits
was the control of the threshold voltage. A history of average pinchoff

voltage for the initial wafer lost is shown in Fig. 5.2-1. The average value

was fairly well-controlled to within the allowable limits for RAN fabrication,

however, the standard deviation per wafer for these initial lots was not as

good. As shown in Fig. 5.2-2, the deviation was generally greater than 100 mY

and is probably due to the nonuniformities of certain pieces of process, such
as the CVD oxide system and the reactive ion etcher. A more thorough Investi-

gation of uniformity will need to be made as soon as more data from 3 inch
wafers In available and more consistent trends are noted. The fact that the

processing rather than the material itself leads to nonuniformity in pinchoff
, is shown in Fig. 5.2-3. The depletion voltage, as measured by C-V profiles,

is compared to the FET data. The results are generally in favor of the mate-
rial, indicatin9 more processing work rather than mterial selection will be
required for better uniformty control.

The other aspect of 3 inch wafer processing which is unique to RAM
i arrays is the cermet resistor process. As mentioned previously, a new mag-

"netron sputtering system with planetary wafer fixturi ng was employed for this
Step. Because this was a fairly significant change in processing equipment, a
amber of cal ibrati on runs and film measurements needed to be made.* The basic
procss of cermet deposition on top of second-l evel metal remained unchanged,
as did the resstor definition by ion milling. However, with the new mgne-
tron sputtering system, the film resistivity was found to be very sensitive to
the argon spttering pressure. This relationship is shown in Fig. 5.2-4. The

li. effects of post-depostion annealing at 200C is also shwn in the figure.

: .Although the curve is very steep, fairly repeatable results could be obtained
I careful regulation of the argon flow rate. The temperature coefficient of
resitanuce (TCR) for these cereet films was als of interest, and preliminary

:,iinOehrint were usda in the temperature range of 0-50°C. As shown in Fig.
5.1|i;4 th FCR for these film is always negative and decreases in magnitude as

4 11 *- resti vty deeses These values are in reasonable agreement with
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Fig. 5.2-4 Cemt resistivity as a function of sputtering pressure.
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Fig. 5.2-5 Resistivity vs temperature for temperature coefficient
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other reported results, 2 and should not pose a threat to the operation of the

RAN cell.

In general, the RAM process for 3 inch wafers proved to be acceptable

for producing fully functional 256 bit arrays. A photograph of a completed

256 bit array is shown in Fig. 5.2-6. For the first six wafer lots completed,

a process yield of 63% was obtained. Wafer breakage was the main yield

limiting factor, and is expected to decrease as more experience in handling

3 in. wafers is gained.

5.3 Test Results from Mask Set RM3

The results from testing wafers fabricated with mask set RN3 are im-
portant in two ways. First, this was the first demonstration of the success-

ful fabrication of 3-inch GaAs wafers. Second, this was the first demonstra-

tion of a fully functional 256-bit RAMs. The testing of circuits on wafers
from mask set Rt43 comprised yield analysis discussed in Sec. 5.3.1, analysis

* of the operation of the peripheral circuits discussed in Sec. 5.3.2, and
finally the testing of fully decoded 256-bit RAMs discussed in Sec. 5.3.3.

5.3.1 RAN Cell Analyvsis

Since the RAN cell used on mask set RM3 is almost identical to the

one used on mask set RM2, the operation of this cell had already been charac-

terized. It had been determined that this cell was sensitive to leakage due
- to the very low currents involved, and that proton bombardment of the unim-

~plated substrate areas provided a good cure for leakage. The analysis car-

ried out at this stage dwelled on more subtle possible failure mechanisms.

Four possible failure mchanisms were considered. These were resi-
dual substrate leakage, unbalance of the load resistors, unbalance of the
speed-up capacitors, and nonuniformity of the threshold voltage. These four
possible causes for cell failure are discussed in the rest of the section.
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Fig. 5.2-6 256 bit GaAs static RAM.
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1. Residual Substrate Leakage. This topic was already discussed in

context of usk set R112 when its importance was discovered. For the moment

proton bombardent seems to provide a good correction of the leakage prob-

lems. Although the correction is in general effective, the possibility still

remains that individual cells may still suffer from some residual leakage.

For the moment there is no indication that this should happen, but this pos-

sibility will be considered in any future yield investigation.

2. Resistor Unbalance. All mask sets in this program have been provided

with test structures to measure the sheet resistance of the cermet resistor

layer, and the total resistance of resistors identical to those used in the

circuitt. The results from characterizing the test structure have been very
satisfactory. Standard deviations of total resistance on the order of 10% of

the average value are quite coamion. With this very low standard deviation

across a whole wafer, the possibility of any large unbalance of load resistors
within a cell is very unlikely.

3. IMbalance of Speed-Up Capacitors. As shown in Fig. 5.1-2, the fast

operation of the RAil cell requires speed-up capacitors in the cross connec-

tions between the two FETs. The level shifting diodes in those cross con-

nections provide some capacitance, but most of the capacitance needed, as

shown in Fig. 5.1-2, is obtained by adding two reverse biased diodes labeled

O~l and D2. hi additional dielectric capacitor not shown on the figure is also

used. To test whether unbalance of these capacitors could prevent the cell
~frou storing information, test circuits containing single memory cells with

-u all their nodes connected to contacts were used. As shown on Fig. 5.3-1, an

_ external capacitor was added to one of the cross connections and its value was
varied. Write and read operations were performed to determine whether the
cell was able to latch the correct value. The threshold for causing a failure
was found to be very high. A 680 pF capacitor had to be used to cause a
failure, since such a value is several orders of magnitude larger than the
capacitance of the diodes and capacitors used in the cell. Unbalance of
capacitors was ruled out as a likely cause of failures.
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Fig. 5.3-1 Artiflcal unbalance of the speed-up capacitors Ins 256 bit RAM
cell.
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4. FET Threshold Voltage Uniformity. Variations of MESFET threshold

voltage can cause failures because they may prevent certain transistors from
turning on or off. Test memory cells on which each electrical node could be

probed were evaluated looking for failures due to threshold voltage varia-
tions. Figure 5.3-2 shows an example of such failure. On this figure, the

nominal resistor and current values are shown on a schematic of the cell.
Measured voltages at drains and sources of the transistors are also shown for

the condition where a zero is being stored. Under this condition, the left

transistor should be off and the right transistor should be on. The gates of

the transistor are indeed in the required state because the Dw and the Dw
lines are being held at 0 and 1.5 V, respectively, by the external write^

circuit. However, despite the -0.9 V applied to the gate of the left tran-

sistor, this is still, as shown by is low drain voltage, 0.06 V, very close

to the 0 V source voltage. The right transistor is on as expected. It is

obvious that as soon as the Dw and Uw voltages are removed, the gate voltage

on the right transistor will not remain at 0.3 V, but will drop and the latch

will reach some undetermined state with both transistors on. The fact that

the left transistor is on despite having -0.9 V applied to its gate Is due to

its threshold voltage. Although it cannot be measured directly on the cell,

-- neighboring parametric test cells show that the FET threshold voltage in this
~area of the wafer is ~~ -0.9 V. Due to subthreshold currents, the transistor
-jis still conducting enough current to be considered on when its gate is biased

at its nominal threshold voltage. A gate bias~ .-. V lower than the nominal

transistor threshold voltage is required to turn a transistor off at the low

current levels employed.

The results of a caculation of permissible threshold voltages is
shon in Fig. 5.3-3. Here, the highest absolute value for the allowed thres-

hold voltage is di spl ayed as a function of the pull -down resi stor val ue and
the negative supply voltage. The figure shows that the larger the value of
the pul-down resistor or the lower the negative supply voltage, the small1er
the mrgin allowed for the negative threshold voltage of the FET. For the RfM3
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Fig. 5.3-2 Example of cell failure due to an excessivelyhigh threshold
voltage.
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design values of Rpu11.down 50 MO and VSS -3 V, the allowed negative
threshold voltage is -0.55 V. The value in the example of the previous para-
graph was obviously well beyond the acceptable margin. Figure 5.3-3 indicate

that it is possible to lower the pull-down resistor value and the supply volt-

ages at the same time without changing the sensitivity to threshold voltages.

Therefore, it is possible to maintain the same power consumption of the cell

with higher current values resulting in lower sensitivity to leakage without

affecting the sensitivity to FET threshold voltage.

The overall conclusion from the analysis discussed above is that

threshold voltage uniformity apear to the most sensitive parameter which may

control the yield of RAN cells.

5.3.2 Peripheral Circuit Analysis

Musk set RM3 provided an opportunity to test each component of the
peripheral circuits since they had been placed in test areas with all the most

significant electrical nodes connected to probe pads. The conclusion reached
after extensive testing was that these circuits are more sensitive to back-
gating than ,hat had been expected. This is probably due to the low threshold

voltages used, which tend to make any PET threshold shift due to backgating
relatively more significant than with larger threshold vol tages. Proton bom-
bardmen was found to imprve the operating conditions of the circuits by
reduclng the backgating effect. However, even with proton bombardnent the
operation of the peripheral circuits was still rather marginal. Although
sufficient to accomplish full operation of the RAM, the need for a new design
Iteration bocum quite obvious.

The row decoder provides a good exmpl e of the experimental analysis
!crriedl es em the peripheral circuits. A schematic of this circuit is shown
i ,i O Vie upper portion of Ftg. 5.3-4. The lower part of the figure displays the

veltege at d A, which is the gate of th swtching FETs in the complemen-
~trary driver. as ai functon ol he nep" #e supply voltage. It is important to
; .... , v that the valve of V55ss',. negative supply voltage contrls the mg
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Fig. 5.3-4 Effects of backgating voltage on the operating characteristics
of a row decoder circuit with and without proton bombardment.
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nitude of the backgating effect. If backgating did not exist, the curves on

Fig. 5.3-4 would be just two well-separated straight horizontal lines because

the supply voltage, Vss, is in series with a current limiter. Instead, if
proton isolation is not used, the two curves are not only slanted, but they

are also very close to each other and almost no switching takes place. Proton

bombardment makes a significant difference. By reducing the magnitude of the

backgating effect with proton bombardment, it causes a clear distinction to

appear between the on and off state, as shown in Fig. 5.3-4. Under this con-

dition, the circuit can be made operational if properly biased.

Although proton bombardment alleviates backgating, it is possible to
design for backgat^ng so that the circuit is less dependent on proton bombard-
menit. This was demonstrated on the row decoder circuit just discussed. Back-

gating on Fig. 5.3-4 manifested itself by the 6.5 pin wide pull-up resistor at
the input of the decoder not being capable to supply enough current due to the
reduction of its current carrying capability. The performance of the circut
can be imeproved by simply making this pull-up wider so that it can carry more
current. This was demonstrated by a small mask modification on a test struc-

.+ ture. This modification, which was possible because the masks are ten times
; larger than the final pattern, consisted of removing the gate from the 6.5 j si

" pull-up FET and converting it into a saturated resistor as shown on the upper
portion of Fig. 5.3-5. With every other dimension and process parameter left
unchanged, the saturated resistor is equivalent to a 3 times wrider FET pull-
up. As a result of this change, a dramatic change takes place in the oper-
ati ng characteristics of the row decoder as shown on the lower portion of Fl g.
5.3-5. A larger postive high value is obtined for the voltage node A, and
most importntly, a well defined low state is also obtained. With this design

* change, the proton bombardment had only a small insignificant effect.

Unfortunately, the correction discussed above could only be made on a
test structure. It was impractical to make a manual mask corection on all 16
row decoders of the actual RAMs. However, this experiment provides useful
information for the design iteration made on the following mask set. Similar
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Fig. 5.3-5 Improved backgating sensitivity of the row decoder after a
design correction (the pull-up active load was replaced by a
saturated resi stor).
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backgating limitations were observed on the column decoders and the sense
mplifier. However, with the help of proton bombardment and a good under-
standing of the operational limits of each component, it was possible to
determine the optimum bias conditions required to successfully operate the

256-bit RAN.

5.3.3 Testing of Fully Decoded 256-Bit RAMs

The functionality of the 256-bit static RAMs was tested using a lab
microcomputer equipped with analog and digital outputs and inputs. The func-
tionality tests were conducted at low speeds, limited by the lab microcomputer
which was controlling the measurement. The test pattern used is illustrated
in Fig. 5.3-6. The test procedure consists of write enabling one cell, writ-

Ing a "one" in it, and disabling it. A "zero" is then written in a neigh-
boring cell. After this ts done, the original cell is enabled and read back to
verify whether it held the "one" without being disturbed by the write opera-
tion in the neighboring cell. The process is then repeated wrting a "zero"
in the cell and a "one" in its neighbor. A cell was considered functional
only if it passed both tests. In practice, this test pattern resembles very

~much a "walking one," and a "walking zero" pattern.

t The yield of functional 256-bit static RAMs was measured on wafer.
The results are sumarized in Table 5.3-1 along with the average and standard
deviation of threshold voltge for each wafer. The nwmber of totally func-
tional 256-bit RAMs is low. However, this yield is affected by the rather
marginal operation of the peripheral circuits. Note the large number of fail-
urels in the range of 15 to 100. This number is larger than the number of
failures for over 100 cells for most of the wafers. This anmaly is due to
the large n~laer of failure caused by the peripheral circuits, which occur by
multiples of 16 cells, since the memory is arranged by a 16 x 16 array.

~The colum labled testable chips in Table 5.3-1 indicates the per-
celntge of chips which had no obvious failure, and on which it was worth
conducting a functionalty test. This colum indicates a very large number of
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Fig. 5.3-6 Pattern for functionality testing of 256 bit static RAMs.
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rejections. Mask set RM3, on which these RAMs were fabricated, was the first

mask set used with a wafer stepper to process 3-inch GaAs wafers. The large

number of losses was due to failures in the aligment, most of the time gross

failures caused by lack of experience with the design of alignment marks.

This problem has been corrected in subsequent mask sets.

Table 5.3-1
Yield of Decoded 256-Bit RAN Chips

Wafer Number of Cell Failures Testable

Number 0 1 2 3-14 15-100 > 100 Chips Remarks

51 2 5 10 8% VT a-0.71 t 1.12 V

52 4 5 2 6 41 38 44% VT a-0.65 t 0.11 V

54 11 5% Lithography
limited

62 8 7 3 8 47 27 45% VT a-0.67 * 0.12 V

63 1 7 24 6 17% Lithography
limited

The power consumption of this static RAM is typically between 200 and

25 m. Almost all this power consumption takes place in the peripheral cir-
cuits which are not designed for low power dissipation. A drastic reduction
will be attempted with the next design iteration. This will be accomplished
by relacing source follower drivers by complementary drivers, optimizing the
design, and incorporating a power down switch which will turn off the periph-
eral circuits when the chip is not addressed.

The access tim was measured on individual cells at random, due to
lack of instrtuentation capable of automtically testing GaAs high speed RAMs
at full speed. The methodology and the result of a read access tim measure-
ment Is illustrated in Fig. 5.3-7. As shown on the top portion of this fig
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Fig. 5.3-7 Read access time measurement on a 256 bit static RAN.
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ore, the output is monitored continuously, and to do so the *read enable" line
Is constantly enabled. All the address lines are kept unchanged except for

one bit which is toggled back and forth. At the start of a cycle, when the

address Is changed, the "write enable" line is turned on, and a "zero" is

written in the cell, as confirmed by the output signal. The Owrite enable"
line is then urned off, and the address is changed. When the address changes,

the output also changes because a different cell is being read. Finally, the

address is changed back to the original one, and the output follows the change
of address displaying the zero that was stored in the cell. The access time is
measured between the midpoint of the transition of the address and the midpoint

of the transistion of the output. These two wavefoms are displayed on an ex-
panded scale on the loer part of Fig. 5.3-7. This example corresponds to a
typical measurement which yields•a read access time of B ns.

As to the write operation, an important parameter is the minimum
width of the writ pulse required for the cell to store a bit. A "write"
pulse width measurement is illustrated in Fig. 5.3-8. As with the access time
measurement, the output is monitored continuously with the "read enable" line

permanently on. The address is kept unchanged while the data input is
switched periodically between one" and "zero". The wrte enable line is
turned on for a very short time in the second half of the data input cycle.
As shown by the top trace on Fig. 5.3-8 the output changes whenever this
*write enable" pulse is turned on showing that the pulse length is sufficient
for the input data to be acquired by the cell. The experiment consists of
shortening this write enable pulse, and determining at what length it becomes
toshort for the cell to latch in the new data. In this measurement, the
pulse wes shortened to the minima length allowed by the test equipment, 2 ns,
without observingl failure.

The result from the high speed measurements on the 256-bit RAM 1i-1
cae that this chip is indeed capable of operating at high speed. This should
lint be surprising because the peripheral circuits used in this 256-bit version
coesme rather high power, and therefore they should be expected to operate at
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Fig. 5.3-8 Measurement of the minimum "write enable" pulse width on a 256
bit static RAM.
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high speed. More significant is the ability of the low power RAM cell to,

indeed, operate at high speed. In particular, the ability of the cell to

store a "one" or a *zero' with a very short (2ns) "wite" pulse is very Impor-

tant, because it leaves 8 ns to the peripheral circuit for all the rest of the

write operati on.

a
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